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INCOME DISTRIBUTION AND ECONOMIC GROWTH IN PUERTO RICO, 
ARGENTINA, AND MEXICO 
by Richard Weisskoff 
Yale University 
ABSTRACT 
Has economic growth in developing countries led to increasing inequality
in the size distribution of income? Following a brief review of several
measures of distribution, the author examines the evidence from Puerto Rico,
Argentina, and Mexico in recent-years. The findings suggest that the in­
come shares received by the lower half and by the top 5% of families in
Puerto Rico and Mexico have declined from 1950 to 1963, while the bottom
nine deciles of families in Argentina have also experienced falling shares
during the same period. The trend toward greater inequality indicated by
the rising Gini ratio and the standard deviation of the logs of income con­
trast with the opposite indication in the coefficient of variation for all
three countries. 
More detailed sectoral distributions for each year reveal greater·
equality within agriculture than within non-agriculture for Puerto Rico and
Mexico, while Argentina and the United States demonstrate less equality
within agriculture. The trends in the country-wide distributions are con­
sistent with the observation of increases in the differential between sec­
tors, the weight of the more unequal sector, and the level of inequality
within both sectors. These trends, however, are qualified according to
the particular set of measures which are applied to the data. Finally, the
author speculates on possible explanations of these trends in tenns of
changes in the crop and industry mix. 
IN::Ol1E DISTRIBUTION AND ECONOHIC GROWTH IN PUERTO RICO, 
ARGENTINA, AND MEXICO~•~ 
by Richard TTeisskoff 
Yale University 
I. Introduction 
How is the distribution of income affected by economic growth? In 
this study we arc concerned with ucasuring the changes in the size dis­
tribution of income to families during the postwar period of growth in 
Puerto Rico, Argentina, and rlc)dco 
In C)::amining the income distributions of these countries, it may be 
useful to keep in raind a general model of a developing economy which is 
characterized by differential scarcities of labor in various sectors. 
The type of economy which is being considered has already acquired a 
moderate industrial base and has been experiencing rcnl growth of per 
capita incomes. For a complex set of reasons, among which demographic 
movements, technological change, and relative land scarcity are probably 
the most important, individuals leave agricultural activity and seek 
1employment in non-farm pursuits. Nevertheless, the output of the agri• 
cultural sector continues to increase in absolute terms, but this gro,-1th 
is confined to the modern plantations on improved or irrigated lands. 
The expansion of the "modern" sec tor of the rural economy is thus juxta• 
posed to and contrasts with the remnants of the traditional methods of 
farming. 
-!(
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In the meantime, the exodus from the ar;rarian sector swells the ranks 
of the urban settlers. The unskilled enter the construction or service 
sectors; others find their way into peddling, haulage, transport, or dom­
estic services, and a laree proportion arc reduced to scavengers of the 
2
industrial urban economy. 
The entry of surplus labor into industry is sharply blocked by the 
inf leJdbility of technique and the organization of the current labor force. 
The newer, dynamic industrial activities require a higher order of training 
and skills to work the imported equipment. The labor force of the older 
established industries has, in many cases, gained legal protection under 
benevolent social legislation, considerable organizational power through 
3un1.ons, an over •trm.m.ng programs. 
social framework of property rights ,vhich characterizes capitalist enter-
. d contra1 wor1cer · Under the current 
' 
prise in.the developing countries, the rewards of the industrial expansion 
are distributed first to the emerging middle classes, including the blue 
collar workers whose positions are secure against the competitive fringe in 
the labor market, and then belatedly, to the urban marginals and recent 
migrants who fill the service sector and the less-skilled industrial. jobs. 
During these phases of industrialization, we expect the distribution 
of income in the non-agricultural sector to r;row nore u.nequal and the dis­
parity between average urban and rural incomes to increase with the more 
rapid introduction of modern machinery. Country-wide inequality may be 
further aggravated by increasing inequality within the rural sector as 
the capital-intensive plantation sector displaces subsistence farmin8 
and as the rural handicraft industries arc destroyed by manufactured 
- 3 -
'imports' frora the city. 
It may be some consolation to hypothesize that in later phases of 
economic growth, income inequality may narrow as average productivity in 
agriculture catches up with the industrial sector and the share of the 
former stabilizes. More important, the urban distribution itself may 
become more equal with the enforcement of welfare legislation and pro­
4gressive tmmtion and with the eventual absorption of urban marginal. 
The hypothesis that income becomes more unequally distributed with 
early industrialization and more equally distributed only in the later 
stages of developncnt as surplus labor vanishes has been tested in inter­
national comparisons and ti.me series of specific countries. The results 
of cross section studies of countries have led generally to empirical 
support, and the controversy has focussed on the concept and measurement 
of "equality" of income, 5 
The analysis of time series data for various countries has led to 
more contested conclusions. Kuznets [33] demonstrates the narrowing of 
the distribution of income for. industrial countries in the recent century, 
Ohja and Blatt [ 47] conclude that income inequality had decreased in India 
during the first two planning periods. But Swamy [63], using the same 
sample survey data and a different set of assumptions about expenditures 
and savin3s of the low income groups, finds a marked increase in inequality. 
For Puerto Ric•o, Andie [ 2] draws on seve:t"al sources of national data to 
support .the hypothesis of incrcasinr; equality during the period 1946 to 
1955. However, the population coverage for each year i.s not comparable 
and the sources of income differ fron year to year. Castaneda and 
Herrero [9], using comparable family surveys for 1953 and 1963, demonstrate 
the lessening equality of income during the ten years of remarkable eco­
nomic growth. 
Recent studies of income distribution in Norway and England by Soltow 
[57], [58], suggest that greater equality has been the result of industri­
alization. Yet the bodies of data which arc used for these long term 
comparisons arc so varied that it is only their most recent observations 
which merit confidence. Nevertheless, the original hypothesis that we 
should e~~pect greater inequality l'Jith industrialization still emerges as 
a suggestive and useful framework for analyzing trends in the overall 
6
distribution of income and growth, 
II. Tradi.t:i.onal Heasures of Inequality 
Several measures of inequality have traditionally been utilized 
in the study of income distribution: the Gini and Kuznets' ratios, the 
coefficient of variation, the variance of the logs of income, and ordi­
nal shares of income. He shall review the advantages and deficiencies 
of these measures and the reasons for their selection, and then we shall 
apply ther.1 to test various characteristics of the incor.1e distributions 
of the developing countries. 
The most comr:ionly used measure of income distribution is the Gini 
ratio (more properly known as Gini 1a "concetration ratio 11), which sum­
marizes the faniliar Lorenz curve. The ratio compares the cumulated 
shares of income as ordered from poor to rich to the income shares that 
would be held by recipients under the condittons of ,"perfect" equality. 
Graphically, the coefficient is fm:med by the ratio of that area which 
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lies between the Lorenz curve and the diagonal (Arca A of Figure 1) to 
the total area under the diagonal line of perfect equality (Area A+B 
of Figure 1). 
The Gini ratio approaches zero as the actual income distribution 
approaches "perfect equality" and 1.00 as the Lorenz distribution becomes 
more concentrated. Any correction for these "unrealistic" boundaries 
would require first, the reduction of area under the Lorenz curve in ac­
cordance with sorJe notion of "maximura tolerable" inequality, and second, 
the reduction of the diagonal of 
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perfect equality to a more concave line of "warranted" equality. 
A second measure, the Kuznets' ratio, is similar to the Gini ratio 
but has the convenience that the initial shares need not be ordered or 
cumulated. The ratio is calculated simply as the sum of absolute dif­
ferences between shares of income and percentage shares of recipients. 
Values for the K-ratio vary from zero to perfect equality to 2.00 at 
,., 
maximum inequality, 0 
The application of Gini and Kuznets ratios to summarize the distri­
bution presents several well-known difficulties. First, since, two 
different Lorenz curves may intersect, it follows that significantly 
different distributions may yield identical Gini ratios, 
Second, the Gini ratio is insensitive to small percentage changes 
which may represent large income shifts to the lower income classes. 
Several percentage points difference in the Gini ratio may represent 
9considerable change in relative income to certain groups. Third, the 
boundaries of perfect inequality and equality are so extreme that changes 
in the Gini ratio over time would tend to understate any actual gains 
1 . 10toward equa 1.ty, 
The coefficient of variation serves as a commonly used, unit-free 
measure of income distribution, formed as the ratio of the square root of 
the second moment of the first moment of the arithmetic income distribu­
tion. However, it is the "least pure" measure of inequality, since the 
denominator is also frequently employed as an index of economic growth. 
Thus if the coefficient of variation is relied on as the sole measure of 
inequality, then it should be noted that a rapid increase in the average 
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. f . . d" · f • llincome mayobscure t hcobservation o- increasing ispersion o income 
The classification of household frequencies according to intervals on 
a logarithmic scale also has been used to estimate the parameters of the 
log-normal density function. Since the variance of the logarithms of incomes 
is itself a ratio and independent of the original monetary units, it has 
been employed in international comparison of distributions. Unfortunately, 
further testing of the assumption that incomes arc, in fact, log-normally 
12distributed, is rarely undertaken. 
Of the several measures we shall use, only the standard deviation of 
the logs of income is sensitive to changes in relative income and is little 
influenced by high absolute incomes. A given distribution, for eJmmple, 
may demonstrate a relatively low standard deviation of the 1013s of income 
due to a narrou percentage differential between income groups and at the 
same time, yield a relatively high Gini ratio due to the large shares 
13belonging to the upper income groups. 
We might also mcpect the indicators to differ in the direction of 
the change in the distribution. If average incomes, for example, are 
rising rapidly at the same time that the distribution is widening, then 
the coefficient of variation may suggest a movement toward greater equality 
while, at the same time, the standard deviation of the logs and the Gini 
coefficient may indicate a movement toward less equality, 
Finally, the income shares received by standard ordinal shares will 
be presented for each distribution and will assist us in studying the 
changes throu13hout the array of incomes. The linearity in segments of the 
plots of cumulated incomes against cumulated number of families suggests 
14 
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that this cumulative distributicn may be used :for interpolating between 
successive observed points. These interpolated points will then be con­
verted to income shares of the standard ordi.nal groups (Figures 2-4). 
It must be emphasized that these measures of inequality and the 
income shares cannot be relied on to indicate whether the 11poor are 
getting poorer 11 or the "rich are getting richer" in real terms. At best, 
the detailed income shares do indicate whether segraents of the distribu­
tion have gained or lost relative to other segments. For example, the 
share of income received by the bottom 10% of fanilies in a given 
country may fall from 6;~ to lf~~, but the o.bsolute level of income of 
those families r.::a;y be douol::.:-:3 a::.· the ·-si:l~ilP f:'..me·. 15 
1:-f 
?i.g, 2 PU3RTO RICO 1953, 1963 
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Log scale of cu.s~ulated inco~e 
Source: Puerto Rico Department of Labor, Incoma S: Ex-.9enc:it1.1.re of the Families, 19Q3Q 
aennrt 1 A, Tables 3 & 200 
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ARGENTINA 1953, 1959, 1961 
INCOKZ DISTRIBUTION 
All Sectors 
13 ]4 J5 16 J7 l9 .20 
Log scale of cumulated incor.ie 
Argentina, Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo, 
Distribci6n del Ingreso y Cuentas Nacionales 
enla Arr.;entina, Toma IV 11Distribuci6n del 
Ingreso par Niveles, 111965, Tables IV-1, 112 &223. 
2.1 
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l& 17 19 2,0 
Log scale of cumulated monthly income 
Source: Banco de Hexico, Oficina de Estudios sobre 
Proyeceiones Agr{colas, Encuesta sobre 
In~resos t Gastos ,Familia.res· en £,~~xie2_, 
193,196 , Table Series 38, p. ~32. 
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III. Country-wide Distribution of Income 
A. Puerto Rico 
.;r. During the period 1953-63, Puerto Rico experienced an impressive 
growth of real incomes. Gross domestic product per capita increased 68% 
from $502 to $842 in real terms during the decade. (See lines 1 & 2 of 
16
Table 1). 
This gro·wth of real incomes has been accomplished by a marked struc­
tural change in the economy. The share of families with heads employed 
in agriculture, for example, declined from 31% in 1953 to 17% 
in 1963. The industrialization program, Operation nootstrap, has 
led to the e:cpansion of the industrial and construction sectors, and the 
' drive f 1igher earnings. 
17maJor ' or l. . Yet Puerto Rico has also paid 
in terms of the immense social dislocation resulting from migration to the 
mainland and the virtual demise of the home needlework industry which had 
18been an important source of income for the 11tradit~.r.mal" sector. 
In columns 2-5 of Table 1, we note the trends in the distribution of 
income which have accompanied the real growth of income. The rise in the 
Gini ratio from .415 to .449 potnts to a general movement toward greater. 
inequality in the distribution of income shares to families. The increase 
in the standard deviation of the logs of income (column 4) indicates 
greater spread in relative incomes, although the degree of skewness has 
19fallen (column 5). The coefficient of variation suggests greater 
equality of the distribution by its decline from 1.15 to 1.04. 
Which particular groups have eained during the ten year period in 





















Measures of Income Growth and Inequality 





































































Notes: *Indicates gross national product per capita. 
Sources: See end of Table 2 
income share received by each of the lowest six deciles of families has 
fallen, while the share received by each ordinal sroup between the middle 
61% to 95% of families has increased. Thus the relative loss of the top 
5 'i~ and the bottom 60% have led to the grouth in the middle strata, 
B. Argentina 
The three Areentina observations for 1953 to 1961 reflect a dramatic 
period of political revolution, abrupt changes in economic policy, reces­
sion, and slight real r;rowth of incomes. The gross dor:iestic product per 
capita (lines 3-5 and column 1 of Table 2) reflects an 18% increase from 
$786 in 1953 to $927 in 1961, both expressed in 1960 U,S. dollar equi-
valents. 
It is important to remember that the data for 1959 record the effects 
of a severe recession. Far:iily incor:ie, investment, and national product 
20
all fell in real terms from the 1958 levels. The 65% devaluation of the 
Argentine peso effective on January 1, 1959, also led to an c:ctrer:1.e shift 
· . f agricu tura d'ities. 
The unanimity of the country-uide measures of inequality, calculated 
from detailed frequency distributions, support the contention that the 
1959 recession accentuated the degree of income inequality (lines 3 and 4 
and columns 2-5 of Table 1), The Gini ratio, for example, rose from ,412 
to .463 and the coefficient of variation increased from 1,612 to 1.887. 
By 1961, the distribution of incomes returned to a more equal and 
less skewed positon from the recession e:ctremes of 1959. Nevertheless, 
comparison of the initial distributions in 195 3 to the distribution in 
in. re1ative prices. o- . 1 1 commo 
21 
Table 2 
Size Distribution of Personal Income for Puerto Rico, Argcntin~ and Mexico 


























1. Puerto Rico 1953 2,1 3,5 4.5 5.4 7.0 8.0 8,9 10. 9 16.9 9,5 23.4 ,415 


















































6. Mexico 1950 2.7 3,4 3.8 4.4 4.8 5.5 7.0 3.6 10,8 9.0 40,0 .526 
·..~;. 
7. Mexico 1957 1.7 2.7 3.1 3,8 4.3 5,6 7.4 10.0 14.7 9.7 37.0 .551 




1963 1. 7 2.6 3.3 4.2 5.2 6,5 8.9 11. 7 17.5 12.l 26.4 .504 
9. United States 1960-62 1.9 4.0 5.4 6.6 7.7 8.8 10,5 12.0 15,1 12.0 16.1 .359 
*Note: All Gini ratios arc calculated from original income intervals, 
Sources for Tables 1 and 2 
Lines. L -_2.: 
G.D.P. is calculated fro□ product estimates and adjusted price deflater given in Table 1 of Puerto 
Rico ~lanning Board, Income and Product 1967, pp. 8-9, lines 1, 16, and 30. 
All other columns are based on Puerto Rican Department of Labor, Income and Expenditures of the 
Fm::iilies, 1963, Report lA, Table 20, p, 110, for 1953 data. Neasures ~ calculated from nine original 
income levels. Data for 1963 are frora Table 6, p, 6, and arc calculated from thirteen original ir.comc 
levels. 
Lines 3 - 5: 
G.D. P, cs ti.mates arc from S. N. Braithwaite, "Real Inc or.1e Levels in Latin A1:1.erica, 
11 Revi_9_::,J o(_ In~ 
and Health (June 1968), Table! 9, p. 147, Hnc 1; for 1959 nnd 1961. Estir:iate for 1953 was constructed 
w:i.th an [l'1cragc annual parity rate, obte.ir!.0.d by div:L::iing the armual csti.catcs of total GDP ir. 1960 pesos 1-1 c,
give.i. in Table 20, p. 160, by thier co1·::cspor:ding 1%0 dollar cquivale.i.ts fror.1 Table 9, p, J.46. The. 
avcrfL[:e parity rate m1s then applic:/ to the GDF C!Stimo.tc in i9G0 pesos for 1953 from Argentina, Consejo 
Nacional de T:esarrollo, Dist.,.~J-; 1.1~:ion dcl i.ngrcso y cucntas nacionnlcr:. ..£?1 1.G lu:r;entin,~, Vol, III, Tabic 
III-1, p, 2, line 13, Population estimate is fro □ VoluDc V, Table V-2, p. 6, 
Measures
/ 
of inequality arc b£?.scd on data in ConscJ·o Nllcion:cl de Dcsarrollo, flp_ cit .. Vol, IV . ..,;,,,:;;.-"-__;..;;_. ' 
"Distribucion dcl ingrcso por nivclcs," Tables IV-·l, p, 5, for 1953; IV-112, p, 129, for 1959; IV-223, 
p. 253, for 1961; and a:-e calculated fror.i. tweney-two original inc om~ levels,. 
Lines 6 - IJ: 
G.D. P. csti □ates arc fron S. N, Braithwaite, oo., cit., Table 9, p. 147, line 17 for 195 7 and 1963. 
Estir.1ate for 1950 Has constructed with the avcrar;e annual parity rate, calculated by dividing the annual 
estimates- of total G.D.P, in 1960 pesos given in Table 20, p, 169, En:::: 17, by their corresponding 1960 
dollar equivalents of Tab!e 9, p. ll6, line 17. This average pcirity rate ,vas then applied to G.D. P. 
estimate for 1950 in 1960 pesos given in Banco de Mexico, Cucntas q.,2cior:.~1lcs y acorvos de cnpital, 1~50-
1%7, Table 87. · Populni:i".·n for the 1950 estir:E1te is from United Nati ens, Dq_r:1cp:raohi.c Yearbook. 1966, 
Table 4, p. 123. 
/ . 
Measures of inequality for 1950 and 1957 arc based on I. M. de Navarrete, La distribncion del ingreso 
y el desarrollo economico de MifxicQ, Tables 9 and 10, and ~re calculated fron ten original income levels. 
i 
Sources for Tables 1 and 2, continued 
Measures for 1963 arc based on data from Banco de Mexico, Encucsta sabre ingrcsos y gastos familiarcs en 
Mexico, 1963, Series 38, p. 432, and arc calculated fron sixteen original incorae levels. 
Linc 9: 
G.N.P. average was calculated by deflating current dollar estimates given in United States Department 
of Corn.1erce, National Incorac & Product Accounts of the United States. 1929 - 1965, 11Statistical Tables," 
Table 1,1, p. 3, line 1, by index given in Table 8.1, p. 159, line 1, adjusted for base 1960 = 100. 
Annual population is given in Table 7.6, p. 156. 
Measures of inequality arc based on J. Fitzwilliaos, nsize Distribution of Incorae in 1963," in Survey 
of Current Business (April 1964). He first averaged the percentage shares of the nur:ibers of consumer units 
and incones ·which appear in Table 4, p. 5, for the three yenr period, and then calculated the measures fron 




1961 (lines 3 and 5 of Table 1) reveals that all the r.1cnsures, except the 
coefficient of vad.ation, indicate greater inequality at the end of the . 
period, 
Fron the interpolated incone share presented in lines 3-5 of Table 2, 
we arc able to identify those ordinal groups which lost nost heavily during 
these 3 years and in the recession of 1959 in particular, During the 
recession, each decile of recipients in the bottora 90% suffered a declining 
share, while the top 10% gained handsonely. Although each decile in the 
louer 901~ "recovered" slightly by 1961, these sane 3roups had all lost rela­
tive to their original 1953 positions. Only the top 5% of fanilies in­
creased its share fron 27.2% during the entire 8 year period, 
C, Hexico 
Econonic growth proceeded at a rapid pace in Mexico during the 
period 1950 to 1963. GDP per capita rose 37% during the 13 years (Table 1, 
lines 6-3, coluran 1), although increases in average fanily incone nay have 
d 22been subs t antia. 11y 1ess during. t he sane ·perio. 
To the mctcnt that the 1950-1957 and 1963 data nay be con.parable, 
the three neasurcs of inequality in Table 1, lines 6-8, indicate three 
contradictory trends, The Gini coefficient (colunn 2) suggests greater 
equality fron 1950 to 1957 and then less inequality by 1963. The coef­
ficient of variation (colur.m 3) suggests that the distribution becao.e 
raore equal throughout the pe,dod, Finally, the nonents of the 
logs of incone (colur:ms 4-5) reveal that despite the decline in skew­
ness, the log distribution denonstrates greater inequality, 
The incone shares received by particular ordinal groups of fanilies 
are cxanincd in lines 6-8 of Table 2. We note that despite our rcser"! 
- 19 -
vat ions about the cor.1pnrability of the years, the incor.1e shares to the 
23
bottor.1 30% of fanilies dee lined throughout the entire period. 
The Mexican distribution clearly denonstrates the rise in the share 
of incone received by the "niddle" classes in the 51 to 95% groups. The 
income share to faoilies in 81%-90% groups in particular rose fro□ 10.8% 
in 1950 to 17.l~% in 1963. The incor.1e share of the top 5% fell slightly 
fror.1 40,0% in 1950 to 37.0% in 1957, and shows a narked decline to 
2l~
28,8% in 1963. The changes during the period indicate that the niddle 
classes -- fnnilies ranked fror.1 51% to 95 'i~ -- have captured large increases 
in incones at the expense of the botton two-thrids of the fanilies and 
the top 5%. 
D. Distribution of Inconc to Far.1ilies and Individuals in Nexico, 1963 
In lines 8a and 8b of Table 2, ·we conpare the distribution of inc-om.es 
received by fanilies and the distribution of incones received by indivi­
duals. These results sugeest that the distribution to individuals is 
nore equal than the distribution to fanilies. For each ordinal group 
shown in Table 2 with the exception of the seventh and eighth decile, the 
share of incone to individuals is closer to the line of perfect equality 
25 . 1 d' h f · f ·1·t hnn is t e corrcspon ing s arc o· inconc to ·ani ies 
E. Conclusions: Conparisons to the United States 
Ho~, do the distributions of incone for the three low-income countries 
conpare to each other arrl to the United States? In terns of the Gini ratio 
and the coefficient of variation (Table 1, line 9, colunns 2 and 3), the 
U.S. dcnonstratcs the nost equal distribution; however, Argentina dcnon­
stratcs an even narrower dispersion of relative incor.1es, as indicated by its 
low· standard deviation of the loi:;s (C olunn 4). 26 
.300 
- 19a-
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Per Capita Income in 1960 U.S. Dollar Equivalents 
Figure 4 
Measures of Income Growth and Income Inequality 
in Puerto Rico, Argentina, and Mexico 
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The sensitivity of the different raeasures of inequality to different 
aspects of the incor:ic distribution perhaps reflects sane of the contradic­
tory conclusions which r.mst be drnwn fror.1 the international comparisons. 
First, when the countries arc ranked in order of increasing real income. 
in 1960 dollar equivalents (Hmdco, Puerto Rico, Argentina, and the U.S.), 
we note that the country-wide Gini ratio dee lines as average incor.1e rises, 
suggestin13 perhaps a long-run tendency toward greater equality. However, 
the short-run trend within each country suggests an opposite tendency: 
that inequality was increasing during the decade of growth in each of the 
three countries (see Figure 4). A sinilar effect r:iay be noted if we c-otn­
parc the distribution of relative inconcs by neans of the standard devia­
tion of the logs (Table 1, colunn 4). As the average inconc level rises 
fror.i. He~dco to Argentina, the country standard deviation falls fror.1 country 
to country, although the value of the r.i.easure rises fror.i. the bcr;inning to 
the end of each period within each of the individual countries. 
It nust be noted that the trends recorded by the coefficient of 
variation contradict the above observations; that is, the declining values 
of the coefficient of variation suf.mest increasing equality within each of 
the three countries over tir..1c. Cor:iparisons between countries according to 
this measure, however, arc inconclusive since Argentina, which e:chibits 
a higher average inconc than Puerto Rico, also demonstrates a less equal 
distribution. 
In conclusion, there are several patterns which er:icrge fror.1 the income 
distributions of Puerto Rico, Argentina, and Hexico. First, the countries 
all demonstrate rec'.11 growth durinr; the periods. Two measures -- Gini 
- 21 -
ratio and variance of the logs of income indicate that we are observins 
for the threean increase in the variance of absolute and relative incomes 
countries during the periods under em:mination. In these sane cases, 
however, the coefficient of variation suggests a declining inequality froo 
1953 to 1963. 
Me::dco and Puerto Rico, the fastest growing countries, follow a simi­
lar pattern in their changing incoCTe distributions. In both countries the 
incor.i.e shares to the lower half and to the top 5% of far.1ilics declined 
while the shares of the r.1iddle groups (61-95% in Puerto Rico and 51-95% in 
Mexico) increased. Thus the record of inequality is also the growth of 
the r.i.iddle classes .during the observed period, In Argentina by comparison, 
a country with a long-established r.1iddle class and a reorganizing rather 
than expanding industrial prograa, only fanilies of the top 5% increased 
their share of total incone while the inccae shares of all other groups 
fell. 
It should be reuenbered that these three cases of devclopr.i.ent pursued 
different paths in achieving higher national incones. Puerto Rico, at one 
eJ::trenc, represents the case of e,cport pronotion of industrial goods, 
e-;::tensive outnigration and the shrinking of the agricultural sector. 
Mexico, at the other extreme, entered a period of inport substitution, 
expansion of basic industry, and heavy investment in modern agri­
culture,. Argentina, starting o'i1, a higher plane of ·iudustriali·::. · 
.zation, continued policies of further iraport substitution while attenpting 
to favor the recovery of agriculture after an era of systenatic 
neglect. 
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IV. Inconc Distribution in the Agricultural and 
Non-Ar;ricultural Sectors 
Two contradictory results have been noted from the coraparison of 
countrywide distributions. First, income appears to be raorc equally dis­
tributed in the United States than in the developing countries which were 
studied. Second, in each of the three developing countries, we noted that 
the equality of incooes declined as the level of incone rose over tir.te, 
How can these t,10 observations be outually consistent? Surely, if 
econor.1ic growth results in dir:iinishing equality in the developing nations 
and if the growth process is in sane way continuous, then it would appear 
that the final distribution of incorae in the industrial society should be 
extreracly unequal rather than r.1ore equal, have observed.as we 
The set of hypotheses which we are specifically testing in this section 
suggests that the final incor.1c distribution is the weighted average of two 
basicnlly different distributions which characterize the agricultural and 
non-agricultural sectors. The distribution in the agricultural sector is 
more equal around a lower □can than the non-agricultural sector. With 
growth, the non-agricultural sector e:;pands relative to the agricultural 
sector, the differential between the two sectors narrows, and finally, the 
distribution within the non-aaricultural sector itself becoraes r.1ore equal. 27 
To telit this set of hypotheses, we shall divide the far.1ilies in the 
three countries according to the sector of major er:iployn.cnt of the head.· 
It should be noted that in agricultural areas, many fan.ilies r.uty supplement 
their incoracs with proceeds frora non-agricultural pursuits, and in this 
case, the sectoral divisions fail to represent the industries in which 
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total family income originates. In tracing the trends in inconc distri­
bution within sectors for recent periods, we shall also pursue a nuraber 
of other questions related to the set of hypotheses, How different are 
the distributions in agriculture from one country to ~he nGXt? Is there 
any evidence that the distribution within the non-agricultural sector is 
becoming mo:re equal over time in any of the countries? 
A. Puerto Rico 
The neasures of inequality and the incone shares for the sectoral 
distributions in Puerto Rico support the hypothesis that incorae is dis­
tributed raore equally in agriculture than in the aggregated "other 11 
sector. All the sur,Tmary neasures for 1953 (Table 3, lines la and b) 
arc unaniraous in this res pee t, and the dis play of inc one shares received 
by ordinal groups of far.1ilies (Table L~, lines la and b) also indicates 
greate:r equality in agriculture throughout r.:i.ost of the range of income 
with the e:>:ception of the fourth quintile (colur.m 6). The lowest GO% 
of fnuilies in agriculture, for example, receive greater shares than 
the correspondinr; ordinal groups in the non-agricultural sectors, and 
the top 5% families in agriculture receive only 18.5% of income conpared 
to the 23.7% of income received by the top 5% in non-agriculture. 
By 1963, however, major. changes had occur.red in both the ngricul­
tural and non-agricultural sectors in Puerto Rico, Agricultural farailies 
had declined considerably in nur.iber nnd received an nverage incor;1e which 
had fallen relative to the non-agri.cultural average (see Table 3, columns 
1 and 2). Summary measures indicate that by 1963 the distributions in 
I 
Tnblc 3 
Measures of Incor:.1c Inequality in the Aericultural and Non-Agricultural Sectors . 
( 
Averase Incone Standard Devi-
% P-.clative to Gini Kuznets Coefficient ation of Logs 
FaL1ilics ___£l:gr:Lculturc Coe££. Cocff. of Variation _o~__:[noone Skcuncss 
f1 \ (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)1. Puerto Rico 1953 \-1 
a. Agricultm:c 31 100 • 323i: 47. Q0;\- 1.015;': . 5 68;', .10(5 
b. All other 69 157 _l:.22 64,06 l, l<':0 , 771 .121 
2. Puerto I'-.ico 1963 
a. l1.::;riculturc 17 lCO . 4llp': 61. 60-i: 1,156 , 6 78;': .275 ,.,.,b. 1,11 o.t:hcr u.J 170. lfft2 --·.6..3.. 9JJ____LJ)0 ".):': .R'i.5 ;:_OJ_'l._ 
3. Arr;cntina 1953 
a. Ai::;riculturc 21 100 .499 76.32 1,805 . 7l,6 ,535
30-, ..,.,b. All other 79 113 • UJ'· 55, 7Qi,· 1,591 n5 76~': .300 
N 
+'4. Ar7entina 1961 
a. hgriculturc 16 100 , li-G9 7li-. l,0 2.0GG . 716 .554 
b. All other _G.h_ 131 _l:.JD·,': 60 2,_Q;': L.53 h', , 622..:'• _.3.3.Q 
5. Hexico 1963 
a. r,ural l;l; 100 .l,75i: 69. 90i: 1. 290 •GOG'>': .310 
bb Urban 5_6~ -- -- 231 .521 72, 35 1 . ...2313_-J: 976 l..l.4.4-
6. U.S.A. 195 7-5 9 
a. Farn 12 100 . !~15 60. 60 l.0GG . 724 , l 7l, 
nnb. Non-farn 00 174 • 3l;(ii: 48. 20;': .974 .6l,b': -.009 
7. U.S.A. 1960-62 
a. Farr.1 10 100 • l,16 60.20 . 929 .749 .128 
b. Non-far □ 90 172 , 346-J: 49.00* 702-!: 635* --llfl 
Note: *indicat~s the uorc equal sector. 
Appendix Table 1 
Measures of Incone Inequality for Four Hnjor Sectors, 
in Puerto Rico, Argentina, and Mmcico 
1. Puerto Rico 
a. Asriculture 
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Sources for Table 3 and 4 
Line 1: 
Puerto Rico Department of Labor, 1953 [ 81], Report A-1, Table 6, p. 15. Agriculture i,ncludes for­
estry and fisheries. Non-agriculture is aggregate of construction, manufacturing, utilities, trade, 
finance, services, public administration and others. Sh:c.res of number of families in each sector is 
given in Table 6. Average incomes were calculated by dividing the income received. by each income inter­
val by the numbct" of families in that interval for the country-wide distributions constructed from Report 
1-A, Tables 1 and 3. Incor:i.c shares were obtained by r:i.ultiplying the number of families in each interval 
for each industry by the av2ragc income for that interval. Finally, the income shares for the 9 intervals 
were interpolated. 
Linc,__2: 
Puerto Rico Depa:::-tment of Labor, 1963 [ 82], Report 1-A. Sectors ar·c composed of the same indu::tries 
as in the 195 3 d.::tta Shares of the nu□bcr of fa□ ilics in each income interval for each sector arc givenO 
in Table 15-Al, p. 78. Average incoracs \,s2re calc•1latcd first for each of the 13 intc,:vals fo:: the u,~ban 
and rural zones froo the inforoation in co!.m,m 1 of Table:::; 15-Dl and 15-El. Then, these avcrqge incones 
for each interval were applied to the nuobcr of faoilics ,-1ithin each sec ::or residing in the r-u:cal or 
urban zone to yield the actual iD.conc of rural and urban far;-iilics for each interval within each industry, 
The rural and urban distributions were then aggregated and income shares formed for eDch income intervDl 
within each industry. These incooe shares were then interpolated to obtain the shares for stand&rd ordi­
nal eroups. The ordinal non-interpolated shares were used to calculate all measures of inequality. 
Lines 3 - 4: 
Argentina [77], Volur:i.e IV. Each sector was foroed by adding the number of fa□ ilies and their incooes 
for each of the 22 incorac. intervals of the following tables: Aericulturc for 1953: Tnbles on pp. 7 and 
15: Non-Agriculture for 1953: Tables on pp. 8-13, 16-22; Agriculture for 1959: Tables on pp. 131 nnd 
139; Non-Agriculture for 1959: Tables on pp. 132-7, 140-4G; Agriculture for 1961: Tables on pp. 225 and 
263; Non-Agriculture for 1961: Tables on pp. 256-61, 264-70. Shares in numbers of fanilics and incomes 
were then calculated for each of_ the aggregated sectors and the shares interpolated to obtain shares for 
standard ordinal groups of families.· All measures were calculated fro□ the original, non-interpolated 
shares fro□ the 22 incorae intervals. 
Line 5: 
Banco de M6cico [79]. Rural shares in numbers and income from Table 38, p. 429. Urban shares in 




Sources for Tables 3 and 4, continued 
Lines G - 7: 
Based on Fitztvillinr.1s [ 17], Tables 7 and 8, p. 7. He averaged the percentar;e shares in nuubers of 
fanilies and incones for each three year period and then interpolated the twelve original incorne intervals. 
This is the sa □e porccdure followed by Kuznets above for the earlier periods. Data for 1960-62 include 





both sectors had becor.1e raorc unequal, although the agricultural sector 
was still relatively less unequal than the non-agricultural sector. The 
coefficient of variation (Table 3, column 5) stands alone in suggesting 
that the non-agricultural distribution had becor,1e considerably r.1or equal 
during the decade. 
The most striking features of the detailed incor.1e shares in Tnblc 4 
arc first, the oagnitude of the changes in ngriculture during the period 
and second, the stability in non-agriculture. In agriculture (lines la 
and 2a), the income share received by the bottoo 60% of fm:1ilies fell 
froo 36.4% to 30. 7% during the ten yenr period, while the incorac shnre 
to the top 5% rose from 18.5% to 24-.5% by 1%3. 
What factors account for this drar.:1atic chnnge within the agricultural 
sector? Since we e::::pect the nature of the incone'"distribution to be re­
lated to the changes within Puerto Rican agriculture, we turn briefly to 
sorae evidence on the crop composition and labor force, The major decline 
in employr.:1ent (Table 5, lines 3 and 5) occurred in the share of laborers 
in sugar cane fror.1 47% to 32% of the agricultural lnbor force and the rise 
of those in coffee fron 12% to 21% of the agricultural labor force. At 
the same time, the value of sugar cane (Table 6, line la) fell from 49% 
to 39% of total value of farra production, while the share of the value 
of coffee rose fron 4% to 8% (line la) and the share of the value of live­
stock products increased from 28% to 3l~,~ (line 2). 
This rough association of increasing inequality in the agricultural 
sector with the decline of sugar cane and the rise of coffee is contrary 
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Table 5 
i\gricultural Labor Force in Puerto Rico by Crop, 
1953-1963 
Eoployed Persons: Er.1ployed Persons: 
1953 1963 1953 1963 
(thousandsl (thousands) (persentl J.Percent) 
1. Total Labor Force 
(i\11 Puerto Rico) 550 GOG 
2. All Agriculture 170 140 100% 100% 
3. Sugar cnne 30 45 L~7% 32o/~ 
4• Tobacco 15 13 9% 9% 
s. Coffee 20 29 12% 21% 
6. Other 55 54 32'i: 39% 
Sources: 
(n) Puerto Rico Planning Board, 195G Econo□ic Report of the Governor, 
Table 19, p. A-13. 
(b) Puerto Rico Planning Board, 1964 Econo□ic Report to the Governor, 
Tnble 17, p. i\-22. 
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Table 6 




of current of current 1953 1963
dollars2 dollars) (:eerccntl (percent)
(1) (2) (3) (l~) 
Total Value: 211.n 293.0 100 100 
1. Principal Crops 12l:-.5 153.0 59 51
a) Sugar cane l0l~. 6 117.0 49 39
b) Tobacco 11. 2 13.0 5 l;
c) Coffee 'J. 7 23.0 4 un 
2. Livestock Products 59.3 100.0 28 3l:.
a) Milk 31. li. 53.0 15 13
b) Em~s 5. l:. 10.0 3 3
c) Beef 7.4 ll.1-.0 3 5
d) Other°l'( 15. 7 zl:.. O 7 u,, 
3. Legur.1es l.G 3.0 1 1 
4. Fruits 4.1 G.O 2 2 
5, Starchy Vegetables 12.9 16.0 6 5 




1953: Puerto Rico Planning Board, 1956 Econonic Report to the Governor,
Table 9, p. A-9. 
1963: Puerto Rico Planning Board, 1964 Econonic Report to the Governor,
Table D, p. A-10. 
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to the e2cperience of other countries. Since cane is grown on large 
plantations and coffee iS grown on snall far.1ily farms, we would expect 
a more equal distribution to result fror.1 the change in crop i1:1portance. 
I suspect, however, that the observed "decline" in sugar cane has 
resulted in the contraction of the marginal cane farner and the moderni­
zation of the larger, efficient plantations. Since cane workers tend 
to be organized into labor unions and eraployed by corporations which are 
more closely regulated, the labor force in cane receives a negotiated, en­
forced wage related to the industrial wane rate. Coffee workers, in 
contrast, tend to be poorly organized. Work arrangements are more in­
formnl and land holdings small. The average hourly wage of cane workers 
is nearly twice the miniraura wage of coffee workers, and has increased 
faster during the period 195 3·· 1969. 
29 
In short, coffee is playing the 
role of a "traditional II cash staple which absorbs rural surplus labor 
and supports a relatively independent worker in the interior r:iountainous 
regions of the island. Cane, on the other hand, is increasingly closed 
to low-wage labor and has in the past decade lioited its work force 
while expanding output, This further increase in the "separation" between 
the modern cane plantations and the traditional coffee farms has resulted 
in declining equality in the agricultural sector. 
B. Argentina 
The income distributions for the agricultural and non-agricultural 
sectors of Argentina provide evidence which is contrary to the general 
hypothesis that income is. raore equally disJ;,ributed in agriculture. All 
the summary measures of Table 3 (lines 3 and 4) indicate that incomes are 
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more \dtl,equally distributed in agriculture. The log distribution of income 
in the agricultural sector is also more skewed (column 7) than the non­
agricultural distribution. 
From 1953 to 1961, the share of agricultural families fell from 21% 
to 16% (Table 3, colur:m 1), and. the average agricultural incorae relative 
to the non-agricultural average declined as well. Contrary to the Puerto 
Rican experience, equality .!!!:.th.in the agricultural sector increased in 
terms of all sumrJary measures except the coefficient of variation (columns 
3 - 6). The slight changes in the incorae shares received by ordinal groups 
(Table 4, lines 3a and 4a) within agriculture indicate a weakening of the 
middle groups and the slight increases to the lower and upper groups. 
It is difficult to relate these changes in income distribution to the 
structural changes in the agricultural sector, although the decline of 
wheat and the increase in the output of cattle, wool, milk, and fruit are 
consistent with the observed distributional chnnges. 30 The decline of 
wheat planting, it may be speculated, contributed to the declining share 
to the middle income or more highly-skilled farm workers. The increase in 
cattle and sheep contributed to the increased share to the land owners and, 
in the case of dairy products, to the owners of capital. 
The trends ,-Jithin the non··agricultural sector indicate an increasing 
inequality during the period, as sur.1marized by the raeasures of Table 3, 
lines 3b and 4b, colurans 3-6. The migration of workers from the agri­
cultural sectors may have contributed to the Qecline of the income share 
to the lowest 60% of non-agricultural families from 3l:-.0% to 31.5%. The 
increase in the share to the top 5% of families (Table 4, lines 3b and 4b, 
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column 9) may reflect a shift in the coraposition of industry frora the 
"vegetative II industries, such as textiles, food processing, and wood pro­
ducts, toward the "dynar:iic II industries, such as metal products, machinery, 
. l 31vehic 1es, and c I1emica s. Thus the release of r.mnpower from the agri-
cultural sector, the change ,vithi.n industry toward a more capital­
intensive mix of outputn, and the post-Pcronist social policy challenging 
the power and position of organized labor, may have all contributed to 
declining equality within the non-a~ricultural sector frora 1953 to 1961. 
In em:nning the data fro1:i. the He1dcan distributions, we are limited 
to a comparison of the rural and urban secotrs for one year. The measures 
of inequality in Table 3, lines Sa and Sb, indicate that the differential 
in incomes between the sectors is enorr.1ous; the average family in the urban 
sector enjoyi an inccm.e premium of more than twice the average rural income. 
The rural distribution, howev(!r, is somewhat norc equal, as indicated by 
the lower Gini and Kuznets ratios and lower a- of logs of income. Again, 
the higher coefficient of va:i:iat:ion (colur.m 5) in the rural zone dissents 
fro□ the other measures and J.r!dicates slightly higher inequality than in 
the urban regions. 
Frora the incone shares held by ordinal groups described in Table 4, 
lines Sa and Sb, ue conclude that the grc~ater equality of the rural area 
is due to the lnrgS!r shm:·e rece:i.ved by the lowest 60% of families compared 
to the urbnn sector. Thes,s large st:..::l:rGs ton relntivcly poor sector prob­
ably reflect the subsistence lf'vels of the wage··earning and ejido farmer. 
The sub~tantial sh;ie of the top 51: in the rural sector, which is almost 
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equal to the share of the corresponding urban families, indicates the dual 
character of Mexican agriculture. The cot1r.1unal lands persist in their 
improverished condition, while the increases in agricultural output in 
recent periods have occurred on the newly-opened irrigated land and on 
larger plantations growing cotton, beans, and. wheat. 
D. United States 
The patterns in the distribution of income for farm and non-farm 
families in the United States are similar to the Argentine distributions 
rather than to the Puerto Rican and Hexican sectors. In the two sets of 
years studies, 1957-59 and 1960-62, income distribution is more unequal in 
the farm than the non-farm sector, as indicated by all the measures in Table 
3, lines 6 and 7. However, both distributions appear to have been basically 
stable during this short time period, although the logs of income for each 
sector suggest a widening of relative incomes and the coefficients of vari­
ation suggest a narrowing of the arithmetic variance relative to the rising 
mean. 
The inc one shares in Table 4, lines 6 and 7, illustrate these trends 
more precisely. The share to the bottom 20% of farm families fell from 6.2% 
to 5. 4% during the period, while the middle ordinal groups gained (columns 
3 - 8). A similar tendency can be observed within the non-farm distribu­
tion (lines 6b and 7b), with the additional note that the income share to 
uppermost 10% fell as well (columns O and 9). Comparing the farm to the 
non-farm for each of the years, it is evident that the poorest 60% of the 
urban families receive larger shares and that the top 10% receive smaller 
shares than the corresponding rural groups. 
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E. Conclusions on Sectoral Distributions 
The empirical findings generally lend suppot·t and der.i.and r.i.ore careful 
qualifications to the hypotheses presented at the beginnine of Section 
IV. 
We note, first, that in Puerto Rico, Argentina, and the United States, 
the three countries for which the tir;1e series are available, the share of 
families er.i.ployed in the farr.i. sector fell with econor.i.ic growth (Table 3, 
column 1). Second, ,-Jith the exception of the United States in the most 
recent years, the differential between average inc or:ies in the two sec tors 
increased in both Puerto Rico and Argentina (Table 3, column 2). 
Third, in Puerto Rico and Mexico, the distribution of income within the 
agricultural sectors is more equal than within the non-agricultural sector. 
While this same rankinc has been maintained during the decade of growth, 
structural changes have resulted in decreasing equality within both sectors, 
especially in aericulture. Fourth, in Argentina and the United States, the 
distribution within the agricultural sector is more unequal than in the non­
agricultural sector. The distribution within the non-agricultural sectors 
has grown less equal while the agricultural distribution has grown more 
equal during recent years in Argentina, 
In Section III, we noted that the Gini coefficient and the 
standard deviation of the logs indicate a trend toward greater inequally 
of the country-wide distribution in both Puerto Rico and Argentina, while 
the coefficient of variation suggest a trend in the opposite direction. 
The examination in this section of the sectoral changes does assist us in 
explainine these overall trends, if He focus on sectoral equality in the 
same terms as the country-,vide measures. For example~ the observation 
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that the country-wide equality declined in Puerto Rico is consistent with 
the three major factors revealed by the sectoral st~dy: first, 
divergence between average incomes in both sectors; second, increasing 
weight to the less equal sector (non-agriculture); third, increasing in­
equality in both sectors. 
In Argentina, only two of these factors ·were observed. The inter­
sectoral differential between the two sectors increased, as in the Puerto 
Rican case. However, contribution toHard r;reater equality made by the 
increasing weight of the more equal sector (non-agriculture, in the Argen.. 
tine case) apparently was offset by the increasing inequality within the 
non-agricultural sector itself durinr; this period. 
It must be recalled that the t:;:ends measured by the coefficient of 
variation indicated gains towards 13reater equality in the country-wide 
distributions. In Puerto TI.ico fror.1 1953 to 1963, this appears to be 
explained by the r,1ovement toward greater equality within the non­
agricultural sector, which apparently swamps the negative contribu-
tion made by the increasing inter-sectoral divergence and by the in­
creasing inequality within the agrarian sector, Similarly in i\reentina, 
the increasing equality measured by the coefficient of variations within 
the non-agricultural sector and the increasing ·weight of that sector 
apparently offset the tendency toward inequality due to the growing 
inequality within ai3riculture and to the growing inter-sector-al differ­
ential. 
In short, any attempt to account for country-wide changes in equality 
must be based first, on the selection of a particular summary measure 
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consistent with the r.1easure applied to the sectoral dist~ibutions. Second, 
one hopes that the sectoral measurements are useful in revealing more 
I
specific details about the underlying changes and can ultimately be trans-
llltid into stater.i.ents about the welfare of the far.1ilies during the course 
of econoraic 3rowth. 
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V. Concluding r,emarks 
In this study, we have atteopted to trace changes in the country­
wide distributions of incor.ie from detailed examinations of the trends 
and characteristics of the ar;ricultural and non-a13ricultural sectors. 
We have noted the increasing inequality ,;-;ithin the urban sector and the 
rising differential between the averasc urban and rural incomes. Ue 
have also speculated on the relationship of these observed changes to 
the e}:pansion of the plantation sector and the ~elease of manpower fron 
agrarian activities. 
It appears that the particular r.iechanisn of the growth process in 
these countries has led to increasing in2quality, despite the efforts by 
the respective governments to modify and leosen the stresses generally 
associated with Uestern industrialization. 
Can a country ,;,hich has chosen to pro1:1ote economic growth avoid the 
deteriorating equality which we have observed in these countries? Several 
further speculations may be offered at this point. A mix of activities 
which will have ;'desirable'' effects on the overall distribution may be 
selected and emphasized as part of a developLlent program. In agricul-
ture, such a policy r.iay be translat8d into more restrained e::pansion 
of the plantation sector and a oore cooplete agrarian reforra in 
the traditional sector of the rural economy. In the urban zone, 
the development strategy may eraphasize those industrial and 
service activities which might have the effect of narrowini; the distribu-
. 33tion of income. This is, the r;oal of achieving greater overall equality 
can serve alonr; with efficiency as criteria in the choice of activities in 
the import-substitutinr; or export~p:ronoting industrialization. 
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Thus far we have focused on the incor:1.e-generating implications of 
our findings. We might also inquire into the relationship of inc or:1.e dis­
tribution and consumer demand as the spread of incomes and the rising 
inequality is translated into the direct final demand for goods and services. 
It may be specufated that the increasing inequality of incomes implies 
a consumption pattern with time which cannot be satisfied by the production 
which generates those demands. While such "inconsistencies II are usually 
resolved throuch international trade, the alteration of relative prices, 
and the mobility of capital and labor between sectors, the extent of this 
flexibility and the nature of the adjustwents r:1.ay not be realized without 
severe reactions within such a society. Indeed, we have suggested that 
the more "successful II the industrialization, the more intense the political 
and social antagonisms uhich are genernted for reform or revolution. 
Appendix Table 1 
Measures of Income Inequality for Four Major Sectors, 
in Puerto Rico, Argentina--;-- and Mexico 
A. Kuznets Ratio: 
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6] 99 '2~ 
Average** 
(7) 
71. 74 (l;) 
61.54 (1) 
73. 61 (3) 
63.fW (2) 
( 
·v. Total 62.00 65. 70 60 ,01 62. L;0 81.93 66.41 70.01-
B. Coefficient of Variation 
I. Agriculture 1.015 
II. Industry 1.050 
III. C oor:1crce 1,269 













1·. 805 (L;) 
1. 792 (3) 
1.328 (1) 
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V. Total 1.152 1.035 1.612 1.605 1.380 1.35 7 1.340 
C. Standard Deviation of 
Agrjc.ulj:µr cI·rt. Industry 
III. Connercc 
rv. Services 
Logs of Incooe 
0 .568 (l) o·. 678 
0. 623 (2) 0. 636 
0. 75 7 (3) 0,801 





o. 716 3J 
0,602 1) 
0. 721. 4) 















V. Total 0.736 0,843 o. 653 0. 776 0.767 0,824 
Notes: -l<Colunn 6 is 
*~olur.m 7 is 
an unweighted average of colunns 1 - 5. 




1 see W. Arthur Lewis [ 30] and [ 39]. 
2see H. Hangin [4-2], pp. 65-90, and the inroduction of Oscar Lewis 
[ 37) for a stater.1ent of the relationship of urbanization and s lur.1 culture. 
See o. Lewis [36] for a narrative of Hc::dcan urban life, and C. N. DeJesus 
[14] for a diary of a favelado in Sao Paulo. 
3The extension of the branches frora heavily unionized Ar.ierican firms 
has carried the union shop to Puerto rrico 1s industrial and service sector, 
the political support of urban labor had resulted in the strengthening of 
the Argentine and rrexican industrial unions relatively early in the indus• 
trialization. See H. Landsberger pl~] for a brief review of labor organ• 
ization in Hrodco and Argentina. 
4Sec Kuznets [32] for the initial hypothesis that changes in the country• 
wi.dc distribution can be traced to the size and shape of the sectoral dis• 
t:ibutions and to their relative incomes, 
See S. Hyr.1er and S. r..esnick [ 28] ,;-1ho emphasize the importance of rural 
household income fro~ non-agricultural pursuits. 
5
See the work of Morgan [45] and [l:-6], Reid [53], Kravi~ [30), Oshir.ia 
[50], and Kuznets [33] and [32], 
6 Independent of the literature on the relationship of the distributton 
of income and economic growth, numerous theoretical attempts have been made 
to e::cplain the particular shape of the unther.intical distribution of income. 
these writings are largely partial analyses, restricted to a particular 
sector or segment of the distribution. Sec Roy [55 J, Char.ipernowne [ 11), 
Lydall [ 40], Houthakker [ 27], and l-landebrot [ 41]. 
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Footnote 6 continued: . " ·. 
At the other extreme, a more descriptive literature sur:mests that the 
particular technology associated with a commodity or crop is the primary 
determinant of income distribution. See Baldwin [ l,,J and [5 J; Watkins [ 72] 
and Caves [ 10]. The expansion of a plantation sector, the displacement 
of subsistence fart1ing by an export staple, and its impact on incooe pat­
terns have been described in general terms for Caribbean, Ucmican, and 
Indonesian subar cane, and for various Drazilian staples. See Guerra y 
Sanchez [25); Womack [74], pp. 42-l:-G; Geertz [20] and [21], and Furtado 
[ 13]. Yet a detailed eopirical analysis of the impact of different crop 
cultivations on the size distribution of income has never been carried 
out. 
7See Garvey [9], p. 29. 
Note also that the original Gini "Inde:~ of Concentration, 11 .•; is 
the slope of the equation: 
(1) log N = p +Olog A'>-
where N = number of incooe receivers with inc one of level :c or greater. 
Bowman [6], p. 32, plots the Gini equation and its reverse (that is, where 
N is the nur.iber of receivers with incor,1e below ~-) on a double log scale of 
shares of income and of receivers. The slope, 0, r:1ay then be compared to 
the slope of the equation of "perfect equality." As Bowman points out, 
the Gini equation is raore accurate for incor.i.es at lower levels than the 
Pareto equation, but the equation still does not deseribe the entire dis­
tribution. 
The Gini concentration ratio used in this paper is calculated on the 
basis of approximate triangles given in H. P. Hiller [L~3J, p. 26, and J. 
Morgan [ 44], p. 270. 
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Footnote 7 continued: 
(2) G = 1 - f (f · 'l - f · ) (y. + y.-' 1)l:t• l. l. l. ,·1
where G = Gini ratio 
.L.. share of recipients in the .th
,:: 
]. 
= l. group 
y. = share of incooe of l..th group ( i = 1, 2, •••k)l. 
This Gini concentration ratio is formally the ratio of the sum of oean 
difference to twice the arithmetic mean. See Bowman [ 6], p. 37; Gini [ 22], 
p. 125, n. 1; Kendall and Stuart [ 29], Volume I, p. 47. 
n
°Kuznets [33], p. 19; Swar:iy [63]. See 1-1. Hukherjee and G. s. Chatterjee 
[l~7], p. 1268, :for comparisons for the Kuznets Index and Gini ratio for 
Indian data. 
9s. Goldsuith [23], p. 299. 
10See comraents by Garvey on article by Pechman [51], p. 217, 
11Also note that the choice of class narks for group data r:iy introduce 
a bias in :the calculation of the mor:ients of the arithmetic distribution. 
Miller [ 43] uses the arithmetic midpoints except for the open-ended inter­
val. Theil [65], p. 99, also uses midpoints but notes that "this procedure 
,.mderestimates the true inequality level 11 by assuming perfect equality 
within intervals, He attempts to put limits on the measures of inequality 
to correct for this understateme~t, pp. 12G-13L:-. 
Houthakker [26], p. 24, chooses the values by inspection. 
Leibenberr; and Kaitz [ 35 J, pp. L:.f:.2-L:-, apply a parabolic density func­
tion to the first interval, straight-line density functions for the middle 
intervals, and the Pareto curve for the open-ended interval. 
- 4l:. -
Footnote 11 continued: 
If the intervals themselves are of equal value and if the tails of the 
distribution are of high order of contact, then Sheppard's correction may be 
applied to correct the moments which are derived from the grouped data. These 
requirements, however, are rarely met by income distributions, since the lower 
tail does not extend into negative values and the distributions are infre­
quently grouped into equal intervals. See Kendall and Stuart [ 29], Vol. I, 
pp. 75-01, 
12The "search" for a logarithraic distribution of income is reviewed in 
Kravis [31], pp. 163-173, See also 11.itchison and Brown [l], pp. 116-120. 
Zipf [ 76], pp. 4l6ff., relates logarithr:iic distributions of income to social 
structure. 
For international cor.iparison, See Oshima [50], p. l~39; Kravis [31], 
p. 134; Kuznets [ 33], p. 17. 
13 
Reid [53], p. 960, notes that Ceylon indicates a higher Gini ratio 
than the United States but a lower standard deviation of the logs of income; 
Kuznets [33], p. 17, notes that the average Gini ratio for the developing 
countries is higher but that the standard deviation of the logs is lower in 
the developing countries than in the industrialized countries. 
Kravis [31], p. 131 suggests that use of only two points to facilitate 
the calculation of the standard deviation of the log of income, namely the 
log of income of the 20th and 80th percentiles. In so doing, however, he 
assumes that the underlying di~tribution is log-nornal. He had e~~plicitly 
rejected the hypothesis~of lognormality previously on the ba$is of visual 
inspection of the distributions. See also .l\itchison and Brown [ l], p. 42, 
Footnote 13 continued: 
Kravis also sugr~ests that any logarithmic measure of income distribution 
may be preferred to the Gini ratio if relative incomes are to be compared 
(p. 179). 
14
Kuznets [ 33], p. 15. 
15The average level of absolute incorae for each ordinal group may be 
calculated from the interpolated shaies, but this is of little use unless 
the currency value is def lated by a price index ·which is composed for the 
basket of goods purchased by that income group. This has been roughly 
attempted fo;:- India. Sec Mukherjee and Chatterjee [47]. 
In the absence of price indices for various "income classes" for 
other countries I have selected a single overall price inde:~ of general 
consumption as a deflator of average family income, 
16
oetailed tests of consistency and bias in the data for Puerto Rico 
Argentina and He:dco and comparison of "control totals" with other surveys 
are described in Chapter IV, "Sources of Data, 11 in my unpublished disser­
tation, 11Income Distribution and Econoraic Growth; and International 
Comparison 11 (Harvard University, Hay 1969). 
17
The general literature on the economic growth and structural change 
in Puerto Rico is extensive, yet relatively silent on the negative aspects 
of development programs. See Baer [3] and Stahl [60] for introductory 
reviews. The record of the hearings of the U.S. Senate [69], Vol. III, 
documents the aspects of economic growth bearing on the statehood issue, 
13 
see r.eynolds and Gregory [5l~J, chapter I, 11 Economic Transformation, 
in Puerto r,ico. 11 
19A distribution is said to be skewed in the direction of the longer 
tail. Hence if the mode is less than the r.1ean the distribution generates 





0 X I.\= mean 
If the node is ereater than the r.i.ean, then the distribution carries a 
negative third mowent. 
20see Argentina [ 77], Table III-1. \ 
21
See Braun [G], Table 1, p. 871. The peso \·ms again devaluated in 1962. 
For the changes in the composition of industry which occurred during this 
period, see D. Felb~ [16]. Diaz [15]. pp. 148-157, chronicles the economic 
impact of the 195 9 devaluation on dot1estic prices, real wages, and the sec­
toral redistribution toward the rural sector away frora the urban worker. 
Much of the extraordinary shift in relative prices seems to have been re-
versed by 1%1. 
22 Navarette [4G], p. 77, in deriving the 1950 and1957 income distri-
butions, applied the distributions fror:i. smaller saraple surveys to 1.'ad­
justed totals 11 of income in order to account for the entire personal 
incor.ie estimated in the national accounts. The 11difference 11 between 
sample personal income and personal income from the national accounts 
was then distributed to the middle and upper income brackets, although 
Footnote 22 continued: 
the reasons for these particular allocations .are not given. See Navarette 
[ 48], Table 10. 
The results of the Bank of Mexico sample for 1963 have not been re­
conciled with the national accounts in a similar manner. Therefore, we 
expect that the 1963 distribution and the set of distributions for 1950-
1957 are not strictly comparable, In view of this fact it is rather sur­
prising that the decile results of the Bank study are so similar to the 
results of the Navarette study. 
23we suspect that property incomes to the upper incone groups are under­
reported in the 1963 study. Therefore, we would expect the unadjusted data 
to understate the decline in the shares of the lowest classes in the pre­
sentation in Table 2. 
24rt is difficult to believe that a decline in the share of the top 5% 
of this macnitude has, in fac½ occurred. I suspect, first, that the 
Navarette shares for the top 5 % are overstated, and second, that the 1963 
survey under-reports the shares of the top eroup. See also R. Vernon's 
note on the Navareete study in [71], n. 10 p. 203. 
25This apparent equality in the distribution of individual incomes is 
a consequence of the variation of :for:1.ily size with income level. The in­
come shares received by families was converted to shares by individuals 
in the 1963 study by distributing the income at each interval to the total 
number of family members. For exaople, the 28. 3% received by the top 5% 
of families (Table 2, line Sa) was allocated to a larger share ofindivi­
duals. Similarly, the 1.3% of income received by the poorest 10% of 
far:iilies uas distributed to a sli:;htly smaller share of individuals. 
Footnote 25 continued: 
.twerage family size for Mexico in 1963 was 5 .3. Average faoily size 
for the lowest incme groups was 4. G, L+. 7, and 5. 2 individuals, while the 
average size of the top three levels was G.5, 6.3, and G.7 individuals per 
family. See Mexico [ 79], Series 30, p, l}32. 
26The neeative value of the skewness (- ~ 124) indicates tln t the shape of 
the U.S. distribution is considerably different from the other countries, 
See footnote 19 above. He shall find in later sections that the left­
skewed distributions are characteristic of urban incomes and are probably 
due to the rise of more nur:ierous fanilics in the upper middle classes and 
to the persistence of low-income far:iilies "left behind II by the rising mean 
income. 
27Kuznets [33], pp. 53-57. 
2"uSee Guerra y Sanchez [ 25 J, for the impact of cane on the Caribbean 
agriculture. Coffee c:ultivation in Puerto Rico is more related to prac­
tices in Colonbia, Central America, and the highlands of Tanzania, Kenya, and 
Ethiopia, which produce a mild, shade-r;rown arabica species. In some 
area of Puerto Rico, orange trees are used for shade and provide a second 
cash crop. Coffee grown in Brazil is also arabica but. is cultivated·• .: 
on large plantations without the protection of shade, The land and income 
patterns associated with the latter sir:iilarare to the patterns associated 
with other plantation crops, such as tea, cacao, rubber, and cane. 
29see Puerto Rico Planning noard, Economic Report to the Governor for 
1964, table on p. 56, Part II. The average hourly wage in~cane was $.416 
and in coffee $.236, for 1952-53. By 1962-63 the average wage in cane 
had risen to $,690 and $.35G in coffee. 
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JOArgentina [77], Table III-17, p. 3G. 
31 see D. Felix [16], p, 34. 
32see v·ictor Urqui"d"i [70] , Table 5 , p. 182 . 
33
In Appendix Table 1, we have presented more detailed sectoral rankings 
by degree of inequality. Industry demonstrates the more equal ranking in 
terms of both the Kuznetn coefficient and the standard deviation of the 
logs; comraerce ranks the least equal by both these measures. Measurement 
of the distribution by the coefficient of variation suggests that the ser­
vice sector is the raost equal and that agriculture is the least, 
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